Course title: English 2
Course code: 11339 / 13135
Scientific sector: L-LIN/12
Degree: Master in Primary Education – Italian section
Semester: 2
Course year: 5
Credits: 6 ECTS
Modular: Yes (comprising 3 distinct labs)

Total lecturing hours: NA
Total lab hours: 120 hours (40 hours X 3 labs)
Attendance: according to the regulation
Prerequisites:

Specific educational objectives:
The Year 5 English module aims to reinforce and extend the knowledge, competences and skills developed by participants in previous English courses in the MEd (Years 2 and 4), thus enabling students to develop and consolidate their professional expertise in teaching English to young learners (TEYL) both at kindergarten and primary levels.

The module focuses on three distinct yet interrelated aspects of instructed language learning: the role of reading and writing / literacy development in instructed language acquisition; storytelling and children's literature in TEYL; methods and approaches in TEYL, including course design and lesson planning.

Across the module, participants will expand their linguistic and cultural awareness of English as an international language as well as develop strategies for lifelong learning and ongoing professional development as English teachers. The modular course assumes a B2/C1 level of language competence (CEFR).

On completion of the course participants are expected to:
• have expanded and deepened their awareness, knowledge and competences as regards course design, the role of literacy (reading and writing) and storytelling in TEYL
• have further developed all aspects of their English language
• have developed greater awareness, competence and understanding
• demonstrate ability in critically analyzing, synthesizing and comparing course-relevant texts / resources
• express and justify their ideas and opinions on the topics dealt with during the course, making reference to the relevant input through accurate, fluent and complex language use
• apply their awareness, knowledge and competences in creating appropriate written work / spoken presentations;
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• communicate effectively in speaking / writing for optimal participation in interactive learning activities and tasks
  have developed an ability to assess and utilise skillfully in their developing pedagogical practice a repertoire of young learner appropriate English language learning resources
• have developed an ability to adapt existing and create new resources in a principled manner for specific young learners in specific instructional contexts
• demonstrate an awareness of the importance of developing a “growth mindset” for successful educational outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module 1</th>
<th>Teaching L3 - English learning in the classroom: approaches and methods, lesson planning and syllabus design in English Language Teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lecturer | Dr. Lynn Mastelotto – groups 1 and 2  
M.A. Valentina Gobbett Bamber – group 3 |
| Scientific disciplinary sector | L-LIN/12 |
| Language of instruction | English |
| Office hours | from Monday to Friday on request |
| List of topics covered | This course aims to provide students with knowledge of the evolution in approaches and methods in ELT and skills regarding effective strategies for teaching English as a foreign/additional language in the kindergarten and primary classroom. Drawing on current theories of English Language Teaching (ELT), students will develop concrete understanding of elements that inform current best practice in teaching language to young learners. |

**Course topics will include:**
1. 19th-century approaches to ELT
2. 20th & 21st-century approaches to ELT
3. The contemporary classroom and language learner
4. Piani di studio provinciali (provincial guidelines & syllabi)
5. Planning ELT topics & units
6. Planning ELT lessons & activities
7. Assessment & feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching format</th>
<th>Interactive lectures, seminar discussions, project-based work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total lecturing/lab hours</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module 2</th>
<th>Teaching L3 - Reading and writing in the classroom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Dott. Graham Francis Burton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific disciplinary sector</td>
<td>L-LIN/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language of instruction</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office hours</td>
<td>from Monday to Friday on request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of topics covered</td>
<td>This course aims to explore how we read and write in L2 contexts, and provide practice of how reading and writing in English can be taught to young language learners. The following topics will be covered:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reading**

• reasons to read, reading processes
- top down and bottom up approaches
- English spelling and teaching with phonics
- extensive reading, readers, independent reading

**Writing**
- overview of writing: types of text; audience
- product / genre / process approaches to teaching writing;
- giving feedback on written work
- writing and using stories
- assessing reading and writing
- a range of writing activities for the young learner classroom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching format</th>
<th>Frontal lectures, exercises, labs, projects, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total lecturing/lab hours</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Module 3**

**Teaching L3 - Story telling techniques, children's literature, sources and story writing**

**Lecturer**
M.A. Valentina Gobbett Bamber

**Scientific disciplinary sector**
L/LIN-12

**Teaching language**
English

**Office hours**
from Monday to Friday on request

**List of topics covered**

- exploring, analysing, discussing and demonstrating the respective advantages of using different story resources such as everyday life stories, fairy tales / traditional stories from different cultures, myths, chants and children's literature in language teaching with young learners, to include evidence from research
- analysing and demonstrating approaches to making use of storytelling in different language teaching contexts, such as kindergarten and primary school, together with an analysis of the learning effectiveness of different strategies
- exploring those features of interactive teacher talk / trainee teachers' developing competences (as relevant to storytelling) which are believed to promote instructed language learning, to include a continuing focus (from the Year 4 English module) on relevant features of English phonetics and prosody
- the promotion of active spoken learner involvement in storytelling activities through appropriate interactive strategies
- linguistic /cognitive/ affective implications of implementing a storytelling approach in the young learner classroom
- appropriate themes, lexis, grammar and syntax in storytelling activities with YLs
- practical aspects of setting up storytelling activities in the young learner classroom
- exploring different approaches to and activities for
Introducing stories

- exploring different approaches to consolidating language learning after storytelling activities
- the role of teacher scaffolding/feedback in effective storytelling
- creative writing for teachers of young learners
- student portfolios of lab-related tasks, project work and written reflections

**Teaching format**
Interactive lectures with individual/pair/group work supported by ongoing lecturer demonstrations, scaffolding & feedback; project work; student presentations.

**Total lecturing/lab hours**
40

**Credits**
2

**Learning outcomes**

On completing the Year 5 English module, students are expected to have acquired the following competences.

**As regards acquiring knowledge and understanding, students are expected to:**
- demonstrate knowledge of issues pertaining to instructed English language acquisition in childhood, focusing on suitable approaches to course design/lesson planning as well as the roles of literacy (reading and writing) and storytelling

**As regards applying knowledge and understanding, students are expected to:**
- demonstrate their developing expertise through the selection of suitable teaching approaches and resources
- demonstrate their developing expertise in planning lessons and syllabi that include a focus on the teaching of literacy and storytelling techniques
- demonstrate their developing competences and skills through the principled spoken and interactive presentation of appropriate language resources so as to maximise language development opportunities for young learners - produce module-relevant texts
  - effectively manage oral discourse in interactive contexts (modelling teacher talk; providing explanations & feedback)
  - demonstrate phonological control and an appropriate command of English prosody in pedagogical activities

**As regards communication skills, students are expected to:**
- be able to maintain active discussions on educational topics, clearly expressing and sustaining a viewpoint
- be able to sustain a brief storytelling session, to include the deployment of most suitable approaches, strategies for interacting successfully with learners
- be able to present clear & detailed descriptions on a wide range of relevant topics
- be able to write clear, well-structured, detailed texts on a range of topics related to the English module courses

**As regards making judgments, students are expected to:**
- show an ability to think critically about relevant pedagogical
issues pertaining to the English module

- show an ability to think critically about and evaluate their own progress and developing awareness / competences during the module courses
- show an ability to analyse, select and adapt English language learning resources
- show an ability to evaluate advantages and disadvantages of various pedagogical proposals and practices, and to make informed judgments and choices

**As regards learning skills, students are expected to:**

- be able to draw on knowledge, experience and whole group / small group / individual feedback from the module lecturers in order to improve awareness / competences, particularly as regards improving less strong competences
- be able to refer to appropriate resources so as to select and deploy pedagogically principled strategies in order to achieve specific learning objectives
- be aware of the multi-dimensionality / holistic nature of the competences / skills involved in appropriate instructed language acquisition in childhood
- be able to differentiate between main ideas and supporting ideas in texts, to identify key words & concepts as well as conceptual categories, and to schematize them
- be able to make connections between key theories & concepts, to weigh pros and cons of arguments and make informed decisions
- be able to take notes on readings and lectures and to organize this content coherently and effectively
- be able to consult reference materials, use them selectively, and integrate them correctly into their own work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessments</th>
<th>Formative and summative assessment activities are structured in order to assess the participants’ understanding and awareness of course-related issues, their ability to communicate this knowledge in English, as well as their implementation of practical and suitable classroom approaches for TEYL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Continuous formative assessment:** | a) ongoing student engagement and participation in labs (in English), including brief presentations  
  b) peer teaching on a suitable topic in ELT for YLs  
  c) preparation of a Teaching Unit (TU) on a suitable ELT topic for YLs  
  d) presentation of the TU in class |
| **Summative assessment:** | Final oral examination: discussion of a cross-module conceptual map which students prepare individually and bring to the exam |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment language</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Evaluation criteria and criteria for awarding marks** | Criteria for the final module mark given to participants include demonstrating an ability to:  
  - evaluate a variety of TEYL resources and approaches  
  - select, critically evaluate, analyse, apply and demonstrate the use of suitable young learner story / other resources |
- respond to questions and interact effectively
- provide effective / principled interactive teacher talk in a variety of pedagogical activities & tasks as appropriate
- critically evaluate and apply a range of autonomous / lifelong learning strategies and resources
- critically reflect on their own learning and development
- demonstrate their understanding and awareness of ELT principles and practices through the creation and appropriate presentation of a Teaching Unit suitable for young learners
- understand instructed language learning issues in-depth, as applied to the L2/L3 development of primary school pupils
- analyse, evaluate, and apply specific didactic procedures
- adapt knowledge and content from various relevant sources in a personal and critical way as appropriate to specific learners / instructional contexts
- plan cross-curricular projects around common themes or topics


| Supplementary readings | Additional learning materials/ resources to be provided or indicated by the lecturers:


